
Around Hermitage: Get out and play (any why not stay?) 
___________________________________________________________________________________

So, you’ve over indulged. And who could blame you with the incredible range of award-winning food and wine and 
incredible artisan produce on offer in, on and Around Hermitage. 

Now to get active, to tap into your playful side and work up your appetite…again. And you’re in the right place, here in 
Pokolbin there are a plethora of activities awaiting you. 

Let’s start with cycling. Our beating heart is Hermitage Road, it connects the incredible wineries, restaurants, 
accommodation operators and experiences in our area, and it has a dedicated 10.6km, multi-million dollar cycle way 
running right alongside it! 

The Hunter Valley Cycleway runs from the New England Highway to Broke Road and is an incredible way to explore 
the region. Bring your own bike (and helmet) or enjoy the convenience of the readily available bike hire, including a 
range of electric bikes. 

And any wine purchases made along the way can be delivered safely back to your car or accommodation – saving 
space in your bicycle basket for cheese, of course. 

Whilst we’re on wheels, there’s also segway hire to zip about, and for those looking for less pedal power – horse riding 
or a horse and carriage ride might just take your fancy.  

If an animal encounter is on your to-do list Around Hermitage have local farm tours, and the farm adventure centre to 
enjoy, meaning you can get out in the fresh air and amongst the comfort of creatures.  

Really want to get your heart pumping, how about the escape and smash rooms? Or a highly competitive round of 
golf? 

Whatever your desired level of activity Around Hermitage has something to suit, and with so much to do you’ll just 
have to stay over. 

Imagine waking up and the only the sounds that you can hear are the birds singing whilst you watch the kangaroos 
hopping through the vineyards.  

Surrounded by spectacular views of the Brokenback Ranges in Around Hermitage you’ll find a wide range of 
accommodation, from resort style hotels, guest houses and self-contained cottages, all within easy reach of wineries, 
restaurants and concert venues.  

Whether you’re looking for pet friendly accommodation, family friendly, accommodation with accessible rooms, adults-
only accommodation or properties suitable for large groups, you’ll find what you need here in the heart of Around 
Hermitage. 

And we just can’t wait to see you. 

To plan your visit, explore the Around Hermitage Wine & Food Trail and so much more at aroundhermitage.com.au 
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https://www.aroundhermitage.com.au/hunter-valley-accommodation/cat/accommodation-hotel/
https://www.aroundhermitage.com.au/hunter-valley-accommodation/cat/accommodation-guesthouse/
https://www.aroundhermitage.com.au/hunter-valley-accommodation/cat/accommodation-self-contained/
https://www.aroundhermitage.com.au/hunter-valley-accommodation/cat/accommodation-pet-friendly/
https://www.aroundhermitage.com.au/hunter-valley-accommodation/cat/accommodation-family-friendly/
https://www.aroundhermitage.com.au/hunter-valley-accommodation/cat/accessible-rooms-accommodation/
https://www.aroundhermitage.com.au/hunter-valley-accommodation/cat/adults-only-accommodation/
https://www.aroundhermitage.com.au/hunter-valley-accommodation/cat/adults-only-accommodation/
https://www.aroundhermitage.com.au/hunter-valley-accommodation/cat/large-group-accommodation/

